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Nr. Title 
First author   
Second name First name 

P-001 Social play behaviour of group-housed domestic dogs (Canis familiaris) Adler Carina 

P-002 Leash walking as a model for cooperation between humans and wolves: the effects of personality and 
intensity of contact Auer Margit 

P-003 Decoding man's best friend: A behavioral genetic analysis of hunting behavior in pointing breeds of 
dogs, Canis familiaris Chowdhury Budhaditya  

P-004 "Do I know you?" Does Partner Familiarity Influence Social Interactions Among Dogs in a Park 
Setting? Dutton Elysia E. 

P-005 Social support from humans in hand-raised wolf (Canis lupus) and dog pups (Canis familiaris) Hann Katrin 

P-006 Social Play in captive timber wolves (Canis lupus occidentalis): possible functions and links to social 
relationship Heufelder Stefanie 

P-007 Behavior as Story Morstad Jill 

P-008 Whisperers and priesthoods: an evolutionary perspective Nelson Catherine 

P-009 Working Dogs and Wolf Conservation: Livestock Guarding Dogs in Finnish and Estonian Context Otstavel Teet  

P-010 Assessment of owners’ and non-owners’ skills in interpreting intra-specific communication in dogs Papi Francesca 

P-011 Ecological and behavioral polymorphism of a stray-dog population as a result of the peculiarity of 
Moscow as a habitat for stray-dogs Poyarkov Andrey 

P-012 Social interactions and non-invasive stress monitoring in captive timber wolves (Canis lupus) Vasconcellos Angélica 

P-013 Livestock protection dogs in the 21st century: Is an ancient tool relevant to modern conservation 
challenges? VerCauteren Kurt 

P-014 Influence of different keeping and training factors in dogs on their behaviour in a standardized 
behaviour test von Gaertner Amelie 

P-015 "Stop that!": People interrupting dog behaviour in a dog park setting Walsh Carolyn J. 

P-016 Balance of activity in wolf pups during first 6 months of their postnatal ontogeny Yachmennikova Anna 

P-017 New approach to the study of social behaviour and activity in wolf ontogeny  Yachmennikova Anna 

P-018 Understanding of means-end relations in dogs Hentrup Marleen 

P-019 Individual variability in response to human facial expressions  among dogs Hori Yusuke 

P-020 Relevance of Biochemical and Haematological Blood Screening in Preoperative Examination in 
Geriatric Dogs Jebavy Lukás 

P-021 Does the A-not-B error in dogs indicate sensitivity to human communication? Kis Anna 

P-022 Asymmetrical Paw Preference and Personality Lee Sean 

P-023 Do dogs (Canis familiaris) recognize their own body size? Maeda Tomomi 

P-024 Understanding of size constancy in dogs: A new approach to account for novelty effects Müller Corsin 

P-025 Dogs can discriminate human facial expressions by visual cues Nagasawa Miho 

P-026 Spontaneous blink rates of domestic dogs: A preliminary report Nakajima Sadahiko 

P-027 Are dogs able to understand and copy actions rationally? Nitzschner Marie 

P-028 Breed and age differences in a problem solving task Passalacqua Chiara 

P-029 Happy tail wagging: a laboratory artefact? Lateral tail wagging in the field Paz Benigno 

P-030 Dogs can't be deceived by virtual reality! Object permanence tasks on the touch-screen Péter András 

P-031 Habituation and dishabituation during object orientated play in kennel-housed dogs: Consequences 
for environmental enrichment Pullen Anne 

P-032 Relevance of ECG in Preoperative Examination of Older Dogs. Richterova Adela 

P-033 Lateralisation and temperament tests can predict guide dog success Tomkins Lisa 



P-034 The curious case of canine cataract: New insights into aging in dogs Urfer Silvan 

P-035 Use of dogs to identify individual odor fall-out of humans Vokálek Václav 

P-036 Operant conditioning parameters in cancer detecting dogs Walczak Marta 

P-037 Effects of gender on performance in human-dog dyads in an agility parcours Aliabadi Ifa  

P-038 Towards an early prediction of guide dog qualification Arata Sayaka 

P-039 Microsatellite analysis of X and Y gonosome variability in the breeds Czechoslovakian and Saarloos 
Wolfdog Cilova Daniela 

P-040 Is there a correlation between conservation genetic status and health status in dog breeds? Jansson Mija 

P-041 Regional occurrence, high frequency, but low diversity of mitochondrial DNA haplogroup d1 suggests 
a recent dog-wolf hybridization in Scandinavia Klütsch   

P-042 Association between Gene Polymorphisms and Behavioral Phenotypes in Japanese Akita Dog Konno Akitsugu 

P-043 Screening of the Genetical Eye Diseases in Dog Breeds Used for Assistance training Kopacova Hana 

P-044 In the dog, Canis familiaris, are individual characteristics displayed at 8 weeks of age, in the presence 
of the mother, found again at 12 weeks old with the owner? May Florence 

P-045 Reliability and validity of the Behavioural Assessment for Rehoming K9s (B.A.R.K.) Protocol Mornement Kate 

P-046 MHC data reveal high variation in Asian dogs and large founding wolf population Niskanen Alina 

P-047 How predictive are early puppy temperament tests? Riemer Stefanie 

P-048 Relationships between polymorphisms in canine neurotransmitter receptor genes and herding 
behavior in the sheepdog Sato Itaru 

P-049 Does Trumler's Biotonus Test Predict Future Development of Pups? A Study on a Litter of Greenland 
Dog Pups up to the Age of Ten Weeks Schiffer Victoria 

P-050 History and today of the Czechoslovakian Wolfdog breed – measurement of body constitution Šebková Nadezda 

P-051 Owner-reported breed-typical behaviour and breed-group differences in the German pet dog 
population Turcsán Borbála 

P-052 Personality matching in owner-dog dyads Turcsán Borbála 

P-053 Social behavioural profile of different dog breeds Valsecchi Paola 

P-054 Polymorphisms of selected genes controlling the growth of the skeleton in Dachshunds Vasek Jakub 

P-055 Genetic analysis of the Bearded Collie breed: A causal mutation of coat colour genes and the 
dopamine receptor gene DRD4 Vejl Pavel 

P-056 Dog social attraction to human partners: A pilot study Wedl Manuela 

P-057 AVA shelter, a new place for research on behaviour and welfare of domestic animals. BELKHIR Séverine 

P-058 Taking a shelter dog for walks as an important consideration in the resocialization process Braun Gudrun 

P-059 Dietary Parallels in the co-evolution of dog and man Brown Wendy 

P-060 Dog-assisted therapy in prison: Emotional competences and emotional status of drug-addicted 
criminal offenders Burger Eva 

P-061 The effect of enrichment on the welfare and performance of kennelled working dogs. Cobb Mia 

P-062 Stereotypical behaviour; causes, principles and remedies in the domestic dog Dvorackova Katerina 

P-063 Are dogs stimulant? Looking for effective sensory inputs for children with intellectual and multiple 
disabilities Lima Mariely 

P-064 Dog welfare for pro-social skills conveyance to prison population Linaza Iñaki 

P-065 Considering the dog as part of the system: studying the attachment bond of dogs toward all members 
of the fostering family. Mariti Chiara 

P-066 Puppies' appeal on people: a comparison with small adult dogs. Mariti Chiara 

P-067 Reading Education Assistance Dog (READ) at primary school Olsen Christine 

P-068 The dogs' behaviour in AAT with stroke patients - a pilot project at Sunnaas University Hospital Olsen Christine 

P-069 Development of a standardized behaviour test to evaluate the influence of dog-owner relationship and 
dog-owner attachment on the behaviour of the dog - assessment of inter-rater reliability Ott Stefanie 

P-070 Dogs and owners in a busy city street PARI-PERRIN Elodie 

P-071 Does the breed influence dog's attachment to man? A preliminary study. Ricci Eva 



P-072 Village dogs at the Pacific Coast of Mexico: Socialization towards humans and human-dog 
interactions Ruiz-Izaguirre Eliza 

P-073 Examining the relationship between domestic dog behavior and human attachment - differences 
between pure and mixed breed dogs Thorn Judith 

P-074 Enhancing empathy with mentally disordered offenders through dog-assisted therapy - a pilot study Turner Karoline 

P-075 Approach on strategic planning for controlling the stray-dog population in Moscow based on 
quantification and ecological researches Vereshchagin Alexey 

P-076 The quantification of the Moscow city stray-dogs in 1996 and 2006 and their population characteristics Vereshchagin Alexey 

P-077 Expert Interpretations of Emotion in Recorded Dog Behavior Wan Michele 

P-078 Differences between an "ideal detection dog" and dogs used by the police Adamkiewicz Ewa 

P-079 The prevalence of neutering pet dogs (Canis familiaris) across countries of the Western World Berthoud Daisy 

P-080 Prevalence of undesired behaviours in domestic dogs Blackwell Emily 

P-081 Dog regulations in East-Flanders - a Belgian province Colman Isabelle 

P-082 Monitoring of dog bites toward people in an urban environment: an example of an integrated approach Gazzano Angelo 

P-083 Excessive mouthing in puppies as a predictor of aggressiveness in adult dogs Godbout Martin 

P-084 Dog Aggression:  Canine Behaviour and Factors Contributing to Aggression towards Humans Kottferová Jana 

P-085 Atypical face-scan patterns in children misinterpreting dogs' facial expressions - evidence from eye-
tracking Meints Kerstin 

P-086 Children and dogs: How the "Blue Dog" can help to prevent dog bite injuries Meints Kerstin 

P-087 Survey of undesirable behaviours in German Shepherd Dogs Mengoli Manuel 

P-088 The developmental characteristics of neuroendocrine response to stress in dogs Mogi Kazutaka 

P-089 Phenotypic determination of noise reactivity in **3 breeds of **working dogs: roles for age, breed and 
careful assessment Overall Karen 

P-090 Stress levels in dogs when being trained in a wild boar enclosure Schalke Esther 

P-091 Evaluation of testing for aggression in dogs  van der Borg Joanne 

P-092 SPECT imaging of the Dopamine Transporter in dogs with compulsive behaviour Vermeire Simon 

P-093 Survey of children-family dogs relationship by using a questionnaire for parents: a preliminary study. Zilocchi Marcella 

P-094 Latency of reaction to human gestures in pet dogs with different age: who is faster? Dalla Costa Emanuela 

P-095 Dogs use their own location as a local enhancement functionally referential cue Gaunet Florence 

P-096 Do dogs (Canis familiaris) understand the perception of humans? Heberlein Marianne 

P-097 Can dogs (Canis familiaris) use a mirror to solve a problem? Howell Tiffani 

P-098 Dogs' comprehension of pointing signals presented by a robot Lakatos Gabriella 

P-099 Dogs Choose a Human Informant: Metacognition in Canines McMahon Shannon 

P-100 A direct comparison of human-gazing behaviour when confronted with an unsolvable task, in adult 
dogs and human infants Prato-Previde Emanuela 

P-101 Dog sensitivity to canine and human emotional facial expressions - a study of their eye movements. Racca Anaïs 

P-102 "Go there" or "It's there"? Dogs' understanding of the human pointing gesture Scheider Linda 

P-103  Empathic dogs: the domestication of emotional contagion Silva Karine 

P-104 Are you looking at me? Dogs’ responsiveness to human gaze Silva Karine 

P-105 Dogs do look at images! Eye tracking in canine cognition research  Somppi Sanni 

P-106 A comparative study of dogs’ responsiveness to a human pointing gesture in Japan and Germany Takaoka Akiko 

P-107 Personality influences performance in a human-cued object choice task Templeton Jennifer 

P-108 Can we employ eye-tracker for studying dogs' communicative skills?  A gaze-following experiment. Topál József 

P-109 Do dogs have a Theory of Mind? Trojan Maciej 

P-110 Reversal learning in a social communication task; is there an effect of cue? Wallis Lisa 

P-111 A pilot study on the effectiveness of problem solving games in reducing timorousness in dogs. Zilocchi Marcella 

 


